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What does it look like? And why do PDFs need to be converted? What are eBook formats and why does my
PDF need to be converted? If you have a PDF, this means that you already have an electronic version of your
book. It seems like this should be all you need, right? A PDF is actually very, very different from an eBook.
Users can choose their own font, change the size of the words, increase line spacing, margins and more. What
makes an eBook different from a print book or PDF? Print books and PDFs, on the other hand, are essentially
immovable. We like to use the comparison of a rock and a piece of clay. The rock â€” in this case, the print
book or the PDF â€” cannot be altered in any way unless it is physically damaged. The contour of the rock
will always be the same, no matter how hard you try to change it. Similarly, the layout of a print book or a
PDF will always be the same. You cannot move the pages around. It is not so in an eBook. An eBook, or the
clay in this analogy, is much more malleable. Font size and style can be changed by the reader, as well as line
spacing and "page" margin. Adjustments to these settings will affect how the words flow and break onto the
next "page. An eBook displayed on the Kindle may contain more individual screens of text than one displayed
on the iPad, since the screen size is so much smaller. Because of this "flowing" nature of the text in an eBook,
each screen or "page" of text will never have a set page number, though some eReaders may automatically
assign "page numbers" to each screen. These numbers will not match up with your print book, nor will they be
the same from one device to another. They may even change on a single device if you adjust your settings.
Like clay, your eBook will change and "re-shape" itself with every adjustment the reader makes. Typesetting
for Print vs. Coding an eBook Just as your eBook looks different from your print book, it also requires a very
different process to create and edit the files. When a designer typesets your book, they see the words on the
page exactly as they will appear in the printed book. If they want to change spacing, it requires simply a few
clicks of the mouse. If you need to make an editorial change, you can point out what page the error is on, and
the designer can make the change, again, with just a few clicks. An eBook, on the other hand, is created using
code much like a website. When your formatter works on your eBook, they are not seeing the words exactly as
they will appear on the "page" or screen of an eReader. They see lines of code, and they must understand
exactly how each line of code will translate to the eReader screen as they format. Making a change is not a
matter of a few clicks. Any given change may require the formatter to change multiple lines of code, transform
all of the code into an eBook file, and then finally see how the change translates to words on a page when the
file is viewed on a device. Though proper typesetting and eBook formatting both require trained professionals,
creating and making changes to an eBook file can take significantly more time than typesetting and making
changes to a print book. Again this is due to the fact that an eBook formatter works with the raw text and
source code of the file. For this reason, changes that may seem simple or quick can often take longer than they
may have for your print book, or require an additional cost. Unlike a print book or PDF, where you can create
virtually anything on the page you can think of, an eBook has limited abilities in what we are capable of
creating. Special fonts or very fancy designs that are in your print book will not be in your eBook, or will be
simplified, based on what we are able to do. For example, a heavily designed border around text in your print
book will be formatted as a much simpler border or outline in the eBook. We are limited in this way for two
reasons. If we cannot recreate something in your eBook, it may be because the code used to build the file
simply is not capable of producing that particular print design feature. Even though eBooks are all created
from the same basic building blocks, eReaders are not uniform in the way they "understand" all of the pieces.
When Publish Green formats your eBook, we will get as close as we can to your original version while
working within the limits of the eBook format. Your eBook will NOT be a mirror image of your print book,
nor will it look the same from one device to another, but that is okay. The most important thing is that your
eBook is clean and professional, and consists of a steady stream of text that can be read and adjusted on all
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eReaders. When we make an eBook, we take your manuscript, break it down to its most basic parts, then
rebuild it from the ground up using eBook-specific code, similar to what is used to create a website. Here is a
look at the steps we take when creating your eBook: Strip out any headers, footers, endnotes, footnotes, page
numbers, and other elements that interrupt the flow of text. Extract all the raw text from the manuscript this is
a more involved process if we are extracting from a PDF. Reformat the raw content using eBook-specific
HTML code to recreate the style and design elements seen in print ie. Create the structure of the eBook by
inserting prefaces, parts, chapters, sections, etc. Recreate bulleted and numbered lists using HTML. Insert and
hyperlink footnotes so readers can zip back and forth between the text and the corresponding note. Code
hyperlinks for any outside websites that appear within the text. Insert images using specific code that tells the
eReader how to display the image. Create a metadata file that will provide the device or software with
pertinent information about the book, such as title and author. Create a hyperlinked table of contents that will
be accessible in the navigation function of each eReader. Create eReader-specific title and copyright pages.
Adjust the CSS another type of code of the file to reflect any universal styling that will apply to the entire
eBook. Test the files on each major eReading device. Make changes to the source code now that we can
actually see what all the code looks like on the eReader! Still have questions about why you need to convert
your PDF and what makes an eBook different?
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Buy Green Fancy (Large Print Edition) by George Barr McCutcheon from Amazon's Fiction Books Store. Everyday low
prices on a huge range of new releases and classic fiction.
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The Living Bible- Large Print Red Letter Edition includes a Bible reading plan, four-color maps, a topical concordance,
and a presentation page. The uncluttered, two-column format and the large text make for easy blog.quintoapp.com
Living Bible is a paraphrase of the Old and New Testaments.
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Celebrating over 40 years and over 40 million lives touched, Tyndale is releasing a new Large Print edition of The Living
Bible. Features include a Bible reading plan, four-color maps, a topical concordance, and a presentation page.
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Large Print Bibles Finding a readable Bible can sometimes be tricky. Unfortunately, the publishing industry does not
follow any standard practice when labeling Bibles as large print or giant print etc.
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Premium quality genuine leather Bibles. Deluxe Bible bindings in goatskin, top-grain cowhide. It makes an awesome gift.
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NLT Giant Print Bibles Bibles that are typically printed with a type size of 13 points or larger. See also our great selection
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Anne Of Green Gables is a wonderful and amusing book. Anne is a little red-headed girl who comes to live with Marilla
and Matthew Cuthbert from the orphanage. It turns out thoughh that they wanted a boy to help Matthew, who is gettinng
on in years on the farm.
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